BOOKS PUBLISHED BY MEMBERS OF THE CHINCHILLA FIELD NATURALISTS’ CLUB INC.
Going Bush With Chinchilla Nats (2nd edition)

Covers flora, fauna, fossil and geological histories of Chinchilla & Murilla Shires (including Barakula Forestry
and Gurulmundi) as well as the Darling Downs and SW Burnett. Illustrated with black and white photos. 20
pages of colour photos and excellent line drawings.

$25

Some Mistletoes & Other Semiparasitic Shrubs, by Grace Lithgow.
Another useful field guide from Grace. Superb line drawings accompany the description of 29 plants
detailing flowers, fruit, leaves, host plants plus other parasitic plants and butterflies to which they ploy
host. Includes 4 pages of colour photographs.

Fungi out West: Some fungi of Southern Inland Queensland.
by Ross Tait.

$20

Compiled and edited

154 pages describing over 100 species occurring around Chinchilla, from the Bunya Mountains to the west,
and other areas east of the range. Fully illustrated with colour photographs, paintings and drawings
recording 40 years of CFNC data. A sturdy Field guide.

$20

From Jimba to Dried Beef Creek Leichhardt’s Travels in the Chinchilla District 1844
-1848.
Eight chapters covering a range of topics relating to Ludwig Leichhardt's exploration through the Chinchilla
area. Includes appendices of flora and fauna noted by Leichhardt and his party, Gilbert's bird list and a pull
out map.

$20

60 Wattles of the Chinchilla and Murilla Shires, by Grace Lithgow.
Easy to use field guide which includes small drawings of tree habit, excellent detailed drawings of foliage,
flowers, pods and seeds as well as a description of each wattle, its habitat and uses. Includes 4 pages of
colour photographs.

$16

Wildflowers of Southeast Inland Queensland, by Val Hando
Val's guide includes 260 plant descriptions and is illustrated by 180 line drawings. Most plants are illustrated
according to flower colour and plant size. This guide covers the area from Dalby to the Carnarvon Ranges
and Blackdown Tableland to Saint George

Plant Treasures - Orchids & other uncommon plants around Chinchilla and Miles by
Grace Lithgow.
33 plants with line illustrations and descriptions.

$12

$10

Chinchilla Wildflowers in Colour
A companion volume for “Going Bush” in a handy pocket-sized format. Lots of colour photographs.

$12

Botanical Illustrations
Our latest book is a beautiful selection of illustrations done by Sylvia Seiler. The specimens are from the
Chinchilla and South Burnett regions. This publication is another companion for “Going Bush”.

$25

